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Flowing and stationary afterglow experiments were performed to study the recombination of D3
+

ions with electrons at temperatures from 77 to 300 K. A linear dependence of apparent �effective�
binary recombination rate coefficients on the pressure of the helium buffer gas was observed. Binary
�D3

++e−� and ternary �D3
++e−+He� recombination rate coefficients were derived. The obtained

binary rate coefficient agrees with recent theoretical values for dissociative recombination of D3
+. We

describe the observed ternary process by a mechanism with two rate determining steps. In the first
step, a rotationally excited long-lived neutral D3

� is formed in D3
+−e− collisions. As the second step,

the D3
� collides with a helium atom that prevents autoionization of D3

�. We calculate lifetimes of D3
�

formed from ortho-, para-, or metastates of D3
+ and use the lifetimes to calculate ternary

recombination rate coefficients. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3457940�

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1950s the recombination of H3
+ ions with elec-

trons has been considered one of the most important prob-
lems in recombination studies because of its fundamental
importance for plasma physics, theoretical atomic physics,
and astrophysics.1–10 The problem of H3

+ recombination mo-
tivated many theoretical and experimental studies when the
infrared absorption spectrum of H3

+ was observed11 and H3
+

was discovered in the auroral regions of Jupiter12 and in the
interstellar space.13,14

Before the year 2001, no theoretical explanation existed
for the relatively fast rate of recombination of H3

+ with elec-
trons that was observed in most experiments with H3

+.15–19 In
addition, there was a significant difference in recombination
rate coefficients obtained in different experiments.17,20 The
spectroscopic experiments with H3

+ did not solve the
problem.21–24 Up to now, the spectroscopic study of D3

+ re-
combination has not been reported at all.

The understanding of the main mechanism of binary dis-
sociative recombination �DR� of H3

+ and D3
+ improved when

the Jahn–Teller coupling was included in the theory.25–28 For
a plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium the obtained theoret-
ical values of the binary rate coefficients of the DR of H3

+ and
D3

+ ions are �H3
+�300 K�=5.6�10−8 cm3 s−1 and

�D3
+�300 K�=4�10−8 cm3 s−1, respectively.29,30 The theory

of DR predicted for H3
+ �and isotopologues�26,27,31,32 that the

cross-sections depend on the rotational excitation of the ions.
In addition, it was shown27,32–34 that electron-ion collisions
can cause rotational excitation and de-excitation of the ion
with a high probability. In recent storage-ring experiments
with cold H3

+ ion sources the recombination rate coefficients

obtained agree well with the theoretical predictions.35,36 In
the Heidelberg TSR experiment,37 the DR cross-section ob-
tained for paraenriched H3

+ at low collision energies was
found to be larger than the cross-section for “normal” ortho-/
paramixture. These results have been confirmed in recent
CRYRING experiments in Stockholm.38 We have to mention
here that there is no direct �in situ� determination of the state
population of recombining ions in the storage rings. Up to
now, no storage-ring measurement with cold and state se-
lected D3

+ has been carried out.
We have studied the recombination of both H3

+ and D3
+

ions with electrons in several plasma experiments: Advanced
Integrated Stationary Afterglow �AISA� �Refs. 6, 7, 39, and
40� and several modifications of the Flowing Afterglow with
Langmuir Probe �FALP�.41–43 It was found that the measured
recombination rate coefficients depend on the H2 �and D2�
densities.6,7,39–43 By measuring the He-pressure dependence,
we came to the conclusion that, in conditions typical for
afterglow experiments �77–300 K and 100–2000 Pa�, the re-
combination of H3

+ and D3
+ ions with electrons is not a pure

binary process;44–46 helium and molecular hydrogen partici-
pate as the third body in H3

++e− and D3
++e− recombination.

The main focus of the present paper is the recombination
process in a D3

+-dominated afterglow plasma. The observed
plasma “deionization” can be described by an apparent �ef-
fective� binary recombination rate coefficient,
�eff=�eff�T , �D2� , �He��.44–46 The index “eff” stresses the fact
that we measure the “effective binary recombination rate co-
efficient” from the rate of plasma deionization. The mea-
sured dependence of �eff on �D2� and �He� suggests that the
observed deionization process may involve several parallel
and competing channels.

The sequence of collisions leading to recombination can
start with �D3

++D2�, �D3
++He�, or �D3

++e−� collision. Colli-a�Electronic mail: radek.plasil@mff.cuni.cz.
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sions and �D3
++e−� are discussed in detail below. The

�D3
++D2� collisions can lead to the formation of the interme-

diate van der Waals molecular ion D3
+ ·D2 which can be sta-

bilized in a low temperature plasma �the process known as
ternary association, see, e.g., Ref. 43, 47, and 48�. After the
D5

+ ion is formed, the process of “deionization” is terminated
by a fast dissociative recombination between D5

+ and e−. The
process has been discussed quantitatively in previous
studies.41,43,48–50 Formation of D3

+ ·He is not considered be-
cause of its low dissociation energy.

Neutral unstable D3 and H3 molecules have been ob-
served many times in plasmas.51,52 The lifetimes of certain
electronic states of D3 and H3 molecules were calculated53

and measured.54 Only certain electronic states of D3 can be
populated due to collisions D3

++e−. Our calculations suggest
that at low electron energies long-lived highly excited neutral
D3

� �molecular Rydberg states� can be formed. This can lead
to ternary recombination in plasma. We found experimen-
tally that the recombination of D3

+ plasma depends also on
the helium density at 200–300 K.46 In the present study we
have extended our measurements down to 77 K.

Ternary electron-ion recombination was predicted by
Thomson55 and by Bates and Khare56 and observed in
experiments.57–59 The ternary recombination of D3

+ and H3
+

ions observed in our studies can be, depending on the tem-
perature, more effective than their estimate by a factor of
100. It is an essentially different process than the process
considered by Thomson. The large rate coefficients of the
observed ternary recombination of D3

+ and H3
+ are mainly due

to the long autoionization lifetimes of highly excited Ryd-
berg molecules formed in collision between D3

+ �or H3
+� and

electrons at low temperatures.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Several modifications of flowing afterglow experiments
were used in the presented work �see description in Refs. 43
and 60–62�. The Cryo-FALP designed to operate at tempera-
tures in the range 77–300 K and at helium pressure 200–
2000 Pa was constructed and used for low temperature stud-
ies. In Cryo-FALP, the plasma is created in the upstream
glass section of the flow tube �at 300 K� in the microwave
discharge �10–30 W� in pure helium. Because of the high
pressure, He+ ions formed in the discharge react in a three-
body association reaction forming a He2

+-dominated plasma.
Downstream from the discharge, Ar is added and the plasma
becomes Ar+ dominated �see details of the formation in Refs.
7, 39, and 43�.

Metastable He atoms formed in the discharge are re-
moved from the afterglow by Penning ionization when Ar is
added �see Refs. 7 and 63�. Via the second entry port �35 ms
downstream from the Ar entry port�, D2 is introduced into
the already relaxed cold plasma. In a sequence of ion-
molecule reactions, the D3

+ dominated plasma is formed. A
numerical model is used to simulate the processes along the
flow tube. Analysis of the data calculated for �D2�=2.4
�1012 cm−3 reveals that D3

+ becomes the dominant ion in
the decaying plasma approximately 2 ms after D2 is added.
Argon plays a role in plasma relaxation and in the formation

of D3
+ but after the D3

+-dominated plasma is formed, Ar does
not participate in ion chemistry anymore. Only at very high
�Ar�, the clusters D3

+ ·Ar can be formed.64 In the present ex-
periments we are using low Ar densities so we can neglect
the formation of D3

+ ·Ar. Note that formed D3
+ has several

collisions with D2 prior to its recombination so we can ex-
pect quenching of eventual internal excitation of D3

+ ions
gained from exothermicity of forming reactions �see also dis-
cussion below�.

Downstream from the Ar entry port the flow tube is
cooled by liquid nitrogen to the required temperature. An
axially movable Langmuir probe63,65 is used to monitor the
electron density decay downstream from the deuterium entry
port. This probe was calibrated by the well-known rate coef-
ficient of O2

+ recombination.5 In fact, the calibration just con-
firmed accuracy of electron density measurements based on
probe theory �see also the discussion in Refs. 6, 7, 42, 62,
and 65–67�.

Although the plasma decay in D3
+ dominated plasma is

governed by several parallel recombination processes, we in-
troduce a single parameter of the decay—the effective appar-
ent binary recombination rate coefficient �eff. The decay can
then be described by the balance equation:

dne

dt
= − �effnine −

ne

�D
= − �effne

2 −
ne

�D
, �1�

where ne and ni are electron and ion densities. We assume
that the plasma is quasineutral �ne=ni� and the constant �D

characterizes the ambipolar diffusion during the afterglow. In
the experiments we used He and D2 densities in the interval
�He��6�1016−6�1017 cm−3 and �D2��1011−1015 cm−3.
Analyzing dependencies of �eff on �He� and �D2� and on
temperature we have obtained �eff=�eff�T , �D2� , �He��.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To obtain effective recombination rate coefficients we
measured the electron density decay along the flow tube in a
He /Ar /D2 mixture. A few examples of decay curves, mea-
sured in the D3

+ dominated afterglow plasma at 77 K and at
several D2 densities, are plotted in panel �a� of Fig. 1. The
dependence of the decay rate on �D2� is evident �see discus-
sion in Refs. 7, 39, and 44–46�. Some examples of decay
curves measured at higher temperatures are plotted in panel
�b� of Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2 the measured effective binary recombination
rate coefficients ��eff�, are plotted as functions of �D2�. We
also show the data previously obtained in other experiments.
Below we discuss in detail the data plotted in the figure.

Panel �a� of Fig. 2:

�1� 77 K; Cryo-FALP. At a fixed flow tube temperature
T=77 K and at �He�=2.1�1017 cm−3 the dependence
of �eff on �D2� was measured in the interval
3�1011 cm−3� �D2��4�1013 cm−3. For two other
helium densities, �eff was measured only over a limited
range, �D2���2–10��1012 cm−3. The measured de-
pendencies have a plateau where �eff is independent on
�D2�. Notice that the data obtained at different �He�
overlap, indicating that at 77 K the dependence of �eff

034305-2 Kotrík et al. J. Chem. Phys. 133, 034305 �2010�



on �He� is very small. At 77 K we have also measured
decay of the Ar+ dominated plasma �see panel �a� of
Fig. 1�. If the plasma decay was due to ambipolar dif-
fusion only, we would observe an exponential decay,

similar to the one observed for Ar+ ions at 250 K �the
linear decay curve in semilogarithmic plot on panel �b�
of Fig. 1�. The faster decay in the early afterglow indi-
cates an additional loss mechanism. We assign it to the
process of collisional radiative recombination �CRR� of
Ar+ ions.68,69 The obtained ternary rate coefficient from
this fast decay is equal to the value calculated for the
CRR rate coefficient at temperature �85�10� K. This
is an additional confirmation that the electron tempera-
ture in the afterglow plasma in Cryo-FALP is relaxed
and is close to the buffer gas temperature �77 K�.

�2� 250 K; AISA. Examples of data measured with AISA at
210 and 270 Pa. The data were measured as a function
of the deuterium density.7,39 FALP. Examples of data
measured with FALP at pressure 1600 Pa. Some decay
curves are plotted in panel �b� of Fig. 1. Notice the
large dependence on pressure.

�3� 77 and 250 K �and 300 K in panel �b��; theory of DR.
The �DR have been calculated under the assumption
that ions are in thermodynamic equilibrium.27,30

Panel �b� of Fig. 2:

�1� 170, 190, and 260 K; FALP. The data were obtained at
pressures 700–2000 Pa.43 The experiment was aiming
to understand recombination in a mixture of D3

+ and D5
+

ions. By changing �D2� the ratio �D3
+� / �D5

+� also
changes. From the measured �eff we obtained recombi-
nation rate coefficients for the both ions.43 To obtain
�eff for D3

+ ions we used linear plots and the limit for
�D2�→0 �see the inset�.

�2� 300 K; Cryo-FALP. �eff measured over a limited inter-
val of �D2� at two He pressures �1020 and 1980 Pa�. In
FALP experiments at 300 K of Gougousi et al.70 and
Laubé et al.,71 the data were obtained at relatively high
�D2� �see Fig. 3 in Ref. 46�.

In the experiments the �D2� was varied in the interval
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1011 cm−3� �D2��1015 cm−3. In certain measurements �eff

was measured only over a limited interval of �D2�. Figure 2
provides information on the dependence of �eff on tempera-
ture and on �He� and �D2�. It is evident from Fig. 2 that the
measured dependencies on �D2� clearly reveal three regions
with specific dependencies of �eff on �D2�. In addition, we
can see clear dependencies of �eff on �He� and on tempera-
ture.

Below, we discuss recombination in plasma at such �D2�
for which �eff is nearly independent on �D2�, i.e.,
1012 cm−3� �D2��1014 cm−3, “the region of saturation.” At
such �D2� the D3

+ ion undergoes several collisions with D2

before it recombines with an electron. To demonstrate this
we compare the characteristic time for recombination with
the characteristic time of interaction with D2. The number of
interactions with D2, in Fig. 2�a� indicated by N, could be
estimated if we consider only the collisions leading to a
change in the nuclear spin of D3

+, for which the rate coeffi-
cients are known,9,30,72 kSCH�2�10−10 cm3 s−1. The fre-
quency �SCH of these reactions at �D2�=1012 cm−3 is �SCH

=kSCH� �D2��200 s−1. If we use �eff�1�10−7 cm3 s−1,
the recombination frequency is �rec=�eff�ne�200 s−1 at
the typical FALP conditions where ne�2�109 cm−3.
For �D2�	1012 cm−3 and ne�2�109 cm−3 we obtain
�SCH	�rec.

Using Cryo-FALP we have also carried out measure-
ments, in which the flow tube was first cooled by liquid
nitrogen down to 77 K and then the flow of liquid nitrogen
was stopped and the temperature of the flow tube was slowly
increasing up to 210 K. At fixed buffer gas pressure �eff was
measured as a function of the actual flow tube temperature.
The obtained data are plotted in Fig. 3. A sharp increase of
�eff with the increasing temperature starting from 77 K was
observed. When the temperature becomes larger than
�100 K, �eff starts to decrease.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we analyze the dependence of �eff on �He�
in the “region of saturation,” 1012 cm−3� �D2��1014 cm−3.

In order to obtain the dependence of �eff on �He�, we plotted
�eff measured at a constant temperature versus �He� �see Fig.
4�. At 250 and 300 K, we measured the dependence of �eff

on �He� explicitly �see panel �b� in Fig. 4�. For �195�10� K
we have performed several measurements, including the one
obtained directly as a function of �He�. On the corresponding
plots we can see a clear linear dependence of �eff on �He�
�full straight lines�. The dependence of �eff on �He� at 77 K
was also measured explicitly. For temperatures 100, 130, and
170 K, we have measured �eff only for certain values of
�He�.

If we assume that the D3
+-dominated plasma recombina-

tion is governed by the binary �D3
++e−� and ternary

�D3
++e−+He� processes, the effective recombination rate can

be represented as

�eff = �Bin�T� + KHe�T� · �He� , �2�

where �Bin�T� is the effective rate coefficient for the binary
recombination and KHe�T� is the effective rate coefficient for
the ternary recombination.

The �Bin obtained from the measured �He�-dependencies
of �eff �solid lines in Fig. 4� are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function
of temperature. The agreement between the measured value
�Bin�T�, the calculated value �DR�T�, and the CRYRING data
is very good. A linear extrapolation of the measured �Bin�T�
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has been used to derive KHe�T� from the measured �eff�T�
�see dashed lines in Fig. 4�. The obtained values of KHe�T�
are plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of temperature. We briefly
summarize the data plotted in Fig. 6.

�1� 77 K; Cryo-FALP �closed diamond�. Data obtained in
the present experiments by measuring the pressure de-
pendence of �eff at 77 K �see Fig. 4�. Actually, we have
observed only a very small pressure dependence
KHe�77 K��0.5�10−25 cm6 s−1.

�2� 130 and 170 K; FALP �triangles�. The experiments
were carried out using the flow tube with a small diam-
eter. A fast flow of the buffer gas is well suited for
studying fast plasma decays �see decay curve for 170 K
in Fig. 1�. We have measured the dependence of �eff on
�D2� but only at one fixed �He�. To obtain KHe, we have
used the extrapolated value of �Bin�T� as discussed
above �the dashed line in Fig. 5�.

�3� 190, 220, and 260 K; FALP �triangles�. �eff measured
in different experiments �see Fig. 2, panel b�. To obtain
KHe we have used �Bin�T�.

�4� 195, 250, and 300 K; FALP �closed diamonds�. The
data from the pressure dependence of �eff, see panel �b�
of Fig. 4 �see also Ref. 46�.

�5� 77–210 K; “Continuous measurement” with Cryo-
FALP �open circles�. We measured �eff�T� by continu-
ously increasing the flow tube temperature. From the
measured �eff�T� we calculated KHe�T� using �Bin�T�.

The ternary recombination rate coefficients calculated
for different spin states are also plotted in the Fig. 6. The
calculated and measured values are in good agreement at
temperatures above 100 K. The sharp increase of KHe ob-
served at temperatures below 100 K is somewhat surprising
when comparing with previous studies of ternary association
processes,48,61,75 in which the monotone decrease, K�T−n,
was usually observed. We can also refer to other
measurements69,76 of ternary recombination rate coefficients
in which the electron played the role of a third body. In these
studies a steep decrease of the rate coefficient with the tem-
perature was observed �CRR, K�T−9/2�. The measured rise
of KHe is not understood yet.

V. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR HELIUM-ASSISTED
TERNARY RECOMBINATION OF D3

+

The theory of the ternary helium assisted recombination
of H3

+ and D3
+ ions has been developed and described in our

earlier papers44–46 for the D3
+ recombination. We will give

only a short summary here. Low-energy �0–0.3 eV� colli-
sions between an electron and H3

+ �or D3
+� can lead to the

rotational excitation of the ion with an appreciable probabil-
ity �see Table VI in Ref. 27� if the kinetic energy of the
incident electron is large enough to excite the ion rotation-
ally. The large probability is caused by a strong coupling
between the rotating ionic core �H3

+ or D3
+� and the motion of

the incident electron. For a given total angular momentum N
of the ion+electron system, the scattering amplitude for a
p-wave electron incident on the ion depends strongly on the
projection 
=0, �1 �p� and p� electronic states� of the
electronic angular momentum �l=1� on the molecular sym-
metry axis. When the electron is close to the ion, the energy
of the system is determined by the electronic states of the
molecule. Correspondingly, the scattering matrix is diagonal
if one considers the scattering from the ion with clumped
nuclei. At an infinite separation between the ion and the elec-
tron, the appropriate scattering channels are determined not
by 
 but by the rotational states of the ionic core, i.e., by
quantum numbers �N+ ,K+�. Here and below N+ and K+ are
the angular momentum of the ion and its projection on the
molecular symmetry axis. The quantum states with definite
�N+ ,K+� are linear combinations of states with different 
.
Our treatment here considers only rotational transitions
�without changing the vibrational level of the ion, which is
assumed to be the lowest vibrational level�. In this situation,
the states with definite �N+ ,K+� and 
 are linked to each
other by Clebsch–Gordan coefficients �rotational frame
transformation�. For more detail, see Refs. 27 and 32. Be-
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cause the scattering matrix at small ion-electron separations
is diagonal with very different diagonal elements �we do not
consider here the Jahn–Teller physics, which is inactive if the
initial and final vibrational levels of the ion are the same�,
the scattering matrix in the representation describing the
N+→N+�= �1 or N+�2 change in the rotational state has
appreciable nondiagonal matrix elements. Therefore, the
probability for the N+→N+�= �1 or N+�2 transitions could
be comparable to the unity. If the ion is in its lowest rota-
tional state and the electronic kinetic energy is not sufficient
for such a N+→N+� transition, the large difference in the
scattering phases between p� and p� states is transformed
into a large probability of transition from the open �N+� into
the closed �N+�� channel. In such a situation, the presence of
a closed channel is manifested as an appearance of a series of
autoionizing Rydberg resonances �Beutler–Fano resonances�
with large widths in spectra of different observables �such as
photoionization�. The series converges to the closed �N+��
channel. Such a situation with the H3

+ ion has been observed
in photoionization experiments of Helm.77,78 In these experi-
ments, the Beutler–Fano photoionization parts of the spec-
trum �between the two coupled rotational levels, �10� and
�30�, of H3

+� demonstrate a series of wide Beutler–Fano
resonances79 with widths comparable to the energy differ-
ence between the two consecutive resonances. The fact that
the widths are comparable with the energy difference be-
tween the resonances means that the probability for
N+→N+� transitions in electron-ion collisions is comparable
to unity. The theoretical photoionization spectra based on
this concept77,78,80 agree well with the experimental data.

From a time-dependent point of view, the appearance of
resonances in spectra corresponds to a long D3

++e− collision
time. For collision energies between two coupled rotational
levels of D3

+ �for example between the �00� and �20� levels�,
the delay time in electron-ion collisions is increased and may
be long enough to be comparable with the time between two
consecutive collisions of the D3

++e− system with background
helium atoms. From a time-independent point of view, in a
low-temperature gas containing electrons and D3

+ ions, the
probability that a helium atom collides with a weakly bound
D3

� Rydberg molecule is significant because the electronic
probability density in D3

� is greatly increased near the ionic
core due to the strong interaction of the closed channel of the
D3

� complex with the entrance channel of the D3
++e− system.

As a result of this qualitative view of the process, we
have developed in Refs. 44–46 a two-step model for the
helium-assisted recombination of D3

+ �and H3
+� with elec-

trons. First, D3
+ and an e− collide and form a rotationally

autoionizing resonance D3
��np�. Then a collision with a he-

lium atom changes the electron state of D3
��np� to a state

D3
��nl� with a different �l�1� electronic angular momentum

that makes autoionization impossible and eventually leads to
the dissociation. This can be written as

�step 1� D3
+ + e− → D3�np� , �3�

�step 2� D3�np�→
He

D3�nl� → �D2 + D

D + D + D.
	 �4�

The rate constant Ki
3D�E1 ,E2� for the two-step process

above depends on the energy E1 of collision between e− and
D3

+, on the energy E2 of collision between D3
� and He, and on

the initial state 
i� of D3
+. The formula for Ki

3D�E1 ,E2� is
derived in Ref. 45 �in a.u.�,

Ki
3D�E1,E2� =

�

�2E1

Qii�E1�kl�E2� , �5�

where Qii�E1� is the diagonal element of Smith’s lifetime
matrix,81 kl�E2� is the rate constant for the second step of the
process, kl�E2�=�2E2 /m2��E2�, ��E2� is the cross-section
for the second reaction in Eq. �4�, and m2 is the reduced mass
of the D3

�-He system.
The lifetime matrix elements Qii�E1� in Eq. �5� depend

strongly on the energy E1 and on the initial state of the
electron-ion system. A few examples of the energy-
dependence of Qii�E1� for several different initial states 
i�
are shown in Fig. 7. The figure shows the Qii�E1� elements
for the all six irreducible representations of the D3

++e− sys-
tem �A1�, A1�, A2�, A2�, E�, and E�� at low collisional energies.
Most of the resonances shown are due to the Rydberg series
of autoionizing electronic states converging to the first ex-
cited rotational state of the corresponding irreducible repre-
sentation. As one can see from the figure, in addition to the
regular Rydberg series of resonances, there are resonances
perturbing the series. These perturbers belong to highly ex-
cited ionization limits.

In order to compare theory with the present experiment,
the rate constant Ki

3D should be averaged with respect to
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Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions over collisional energies
E1 and E2, and with respect to initial population of ionic
states 
i� at a given temperature T,

K3D� =� 2�

�kBT�3

kl�i�0
Qii�E1�wi exp�− E1 + Ei/kBT�dE1

�iwi exp�− Ei/kBT� ,

�6�

where kl=kl�E2� is assumed to be energy independent, wi and
Ei are the statistical weight and energy of the initial state 
i�
of the D3

+ ion, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.45 The ther-
mally averaged rate coefficient K3D� obtained is shown in
Fig. 6.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This is the fourth in the present series of papers devoted
to the study of ternary and binary recombinations of H3

+ and
D3

+ ions with electrons. In previous papers we described ex-
perimental data for H3

+ recombination and data for D3
+ recom-

bination at 200–300 K.46 In the present paper we have ex-
tended the previous D3

+ study down to 77 K. The binary
recombination rate coefficients measured in the present ex-
periments are in good agreement with data calculated for
binary dissociative recombination27,28,30 and with available
storage ring data.73,74

We have also developed the theoretical model describing
process of the observed helium assisted ternary recombina-
tion. In this model we consider the helium-assisted recombi-
nation as a two-step process �two rate determining steps�.
First, the ion and electron collide forming a relatively long-
living autoionizing resonance D3

��np� with the rotationally
excited ionic core. Then a collision with a helium atom
changes the electronic state of D3

��np� to a state D3
��nl� with

a different �l�1� electronic angular momentum. To support
this model we calculated lifetime �delay time� of D3

��np�
formed in electron-ion interaction. Calculations showed that
at temperatures 77–300 K the lifetime can be as large as a
few hundreds of picoseconds. The obtained delay times were
used to calculate ternary recombination rate coefficients and
their temperature dependence. The calculated values are in
agreement with the measured values at higher temperatures
�100–300 K� but the theoretical model does not describe cor-
rectly the observed suppression of ternary recombination at
lower temperatures. The disagreement might indicate that at
low temperatures the rate coefficients kl are not energy inde-
pendent �see, e.g., theory and compilation of data by Hick-
man in Ref. 82�.

There are still many open questions concerning the pro-
cess of recombination of H3

+ and D3
+ ions. One of the most

important questions now is the state selectivity at low tem-
peratures.
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